Case Report

Conservative Management of an Iatrogenic Arteriovenous Fistula
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Abstract

\textbf{Background:} Arteriovenous fistula is an uncommon complication of central venous catheterization that often requires invasive repair. \textbf{Case Report:} We report the case of an arteriovenous fistula that presented as ongoing pain following removal of a tunneled central venous catheter. The fistula resolved spontaneously following a period of compression and observation. \textbf{Conclusion:} Our study highlights the etiology of this uncommon complication as well as suggesting a role for conservative management.

Introduction

Arteriovenous fistulae (AVF) are an abnormal connection between an artery and a vein that results in increased flow across the connection. They can occur as a congenital malformation but have also been described following central venous catheter insertion [1]. The first case of iatrogenic AVF was published in 1973 by James and Myers [2]. Since that time, multiple case series have described AVF occurring following internal jugular, subclavian, and femoral approaches to central venous access [1, 3, 4]. Classically, the frequency has previously been reported as less than 0.6% of central line insertions [4]. The use of ultrasound guidance reduces vascular injuries and presumably should decrease the incidence of this already uncommon complication [5].

AVF typically present with symptoms such as pulsatile neck swelling, systolic murmur, palpable thrill, dilated superficial vessels, systemic embolization, limb edema, or infection [4,
However, AVF can also present with serious complications including high-output congestive heart failure and systemic embolization \[8, 9\]. Given the potential for serious complications, AVF is typically managed with endovascular or surgical repair of the lesion. We present the case of an iatrogenic AVF that presented only as pain and resolved spontaneously following a trial of compression and observation.

**Case History**

A 78-year-old woman was admitted to hospital with acute kidney injury related to urosepsis. Her past medical history included stage 5 chronic kidney disease related to ischemic nephropathy and recurrent nephrolithiasis, atrial fibrillation on oral anticoagulation, severe aortic stenosis, congestive heart failure, hypertension, dyslipidemia, gout, and previous subtotal colectomy for ischemic colitis. She had a progressive decline in kidney function related to sepsis and prerenal acute kidney injury, and subsequently required hemodialysis initiation. She underwent a tunneled cuffed catheter (TCC) insertion 3 days after admission, using ultrasound and fluoroscopic guidance to ensure placement into the right internal jugular vein. The patient’s anticoagulation had been held, and her INR was 1.1 at the time of the line insertion; however, she continued on daily acetylsalicylic acid. Her hemodialysis runs were uneventful and there were no issues with the function of her TCC.

One month later, the patient developed fever, tachycardia, and redness along the course of the TCC. She was found to have methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* bacteremia from a presumed catheter-related infection. Her catheter was removed with superficial dissection to release the cuff of the TCC. At that time, the patient’s anticoagulation was again held, and her INR was 1.1. Her anticoagulation was resumed without bridging, and the patient was started on a 3-week course of intravenous vancomycin.

The patient had ongoing neck and chest wall pain for several days after removal of the TCC. An MRI of the cervical spine was performed 4 days after TCC removal, which showed no evidence of discitis or osteomyelitis. Seven days after TCC removal, the patient had ongoing pain, with daily narcotic requirements peaking at 45 mg of oral hydromorphone. On exam, the patient had an erythematous, palpable cord over the anterior chest along the course of the removed TCC. There was no thrill, but there was a continuous bruit with systolic accentuation. Ultrasound (fig. 1a) was performed the following day (8 days after TCC removal), which demonstrated a partially thrombosed catheter tract and evidence of an AVF with arterial flow into the lumen of the internal jugular vein that appeared to originate from a superficial muscular arterial branch of the thyrocervical trunk. Given the patient’s age and comorbidities, a trial of conservative management was pursued. A pressure bandage was applied, but the patient was unable to tolerate sandbag pressure. Following compression (12
days after TCC removal), the patient reported less pain; however, a repeat ultrasound showed no significant change in the AVF flow.

After consultation with interventional radiology, the patient was scheduled for selective embolization of the tract. Meanwhile, the patient experienced progressive improvement in her symptoms with a decrease in her narcotic use to 8 mg oral hydromorphone per day. The patient had a repeat ultrasound (fig. 1b) 8 days later (20 days from TCC removal) performed by the same technician and the same machine, which identified no evidence of persistent AVF.

Discussion

AVF is an uncommon complication of central venous catheterization that can have serious complications [8, 9]. The exact pathophysiology of AVF formation is unclear, but previous proposed mechanisms have focused on damage to adjacent arteries at the time of TCC insertion [4, 7]. The mechanism in this case may be related to pseudoaneurysm formation at the time of insertion of the TCC from inadvertent arterial puncture. This pseudoaneurysm could have persisted related to the presence of the catheter through the pseudoaneurysm wall. With removal of the catheter, there would be flow from the pseudoaneurysm through the catheter tract to the internal jugular vein. Alternatively, the AVF may have formed as a result of trauma to a superficial arterial branch during catheter cuff dissection. Previous case reports have identified AVF that formed following vascular damage from penetrating trauma [6]. The patient’s thin chest wall may have increased the risk of vascular injury during the dissection process.

Previously described predisposing factors for iatrogenic AVF include distal groin punctures, larger needle gauge, arterial hypertension, female gender, periprocedural anticoagulation, and antiplatelet therapy [3, 10]. Our patient was female, had a history of hypertension, and was taking acetylsalicylic acid throughout her hospitalization. Additionally, our patient had a TCC, which is a large bore catheter. She was anticoagulated for atrial fibrillation, but her anticoagulation was held, with normal coagulation parameters in the periprocedural period. Finally, AVF occurring in the context of central line infection has been previously reported but was also present in our case [11]. Endarteritis predisposes patients to pseudoaneurysm formation suggesting that presence of infection may also increase the risk of AVF formation [12].

Management of AVF has primarily focused on surgical or endovascular repair. In a prospective cohort study of femoral AVF from cardiac catheterization, 38% closed spontaneously, with the majority closing within the first 3 months [10]. There are no clear guidelines on which AVF require surgical management. Intuitively, larger, more established AVF associated with significant symptoms are more likely to require invasive management. In our case, the fistula was relatively superficial, with a narrow tract. Additionally, on the initial ultrasound in our case there was evidence of thrombus along the AVF tract, suggesting that its natural history was to thrombose without intervention. Patients who have impaired coagulation are less likely to have spontaneous closure suggesting an important role for thrombus formation [10, 13]. The fact that there was no significant change in the ultrasound appearance following a trial of compression suggests that it probably did not change the natural history of this particular AVF.

While AVF is a relatively rare complication of central venous catheterization, it continues to occur in the era of ultrasound guidance. There may be some features that suggest conservative management is more likely to be successful.
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